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Science Power Standard 
6.II.A.1 
6.II.A.2 
6.II.A.4 
6.II.A.7 

 
Strand:  PHYSICAL SCIENCE    Sub-strand:  Structure of Matter 
 
Standard  
The student will understand that matter is made of small particles, and this explains the 
properties of matter.  
 
Benchmarks 

1. The student will know that there are more than 100 different elements with unique properties.  
2. The student will use evidence to explain that matter is made of small particles called atoms or 

molecules that are too small to see. 
4. The student will describe the states of matter in terms of the space between particles. 
7. The student will know that atoms are the smallest unit of an element that maintains the 

characteristics of the element. 
 

Content Limits 
Benchmark 1 & 7 
• Elements are defined as substances composed of one type of atom. 
• Items will NOT require use of the periodic table. 
• Items will NOT refer to protons, neutrons and electrons. 
• Items will NOT address the difference between molecules and atoms. 
Benchmark 2 
• Evidence includes examples of particles moving (food coloring in water, perfume in air), and 

examples of empty space between particles (expansion and contraction with temperature 
changes, including when these changes lead to convection). 

Benchmark 4 
• Examples include particle models of solids, liquids and gasses. 
• Items may relate to density. 

 
Big Ideas 

➘ All elements have unique properties. 
➘ Atoms are the smallest unit of an element. 
➘ Matter exists in many different states including solids, liquids, gases and plasma. 

 
Enduring Understandings 

Students will understand that: 
➘ Each element is composed of one type of atom and has unique properties. 
➘ Matter is found in different states that are related to the space between the individual particles 

that comprise the matter. 
➘ Characteristic properties such as density, boiling point, melting point, and solubility help identify 

substances.   
 
Essential questions 

➘ What causes elements to have unique properties? 
➘ How does the space between atoms influence the properties of a substance? 
➘ How are molecules formed? 
➘ What evidence indicates that atoms are the smallest unit of an element? 


